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GiftNow: Transforming the Gifting Economy
GiftNow harnesses the power of Gift Experience 
Management™ (GXM) to help you grow your business 
and elevate the gifting experience to new heights.



How Gift Experience Management 
Transforms Gifting  

GiftNow’s Gift Experience Management (GXM) solutions can make gifting easier 
and more profitable than ever. GXM transforms online gifts into memorable 
experiences by enabling gifters to send digital gifts and gift cards in seconds and 
offering recipients personalized unboxing experiences and the ability to instantly 
modify or exchange their gift. 



GiftNow offers solutions for merchants and corporate gifters. Merchants can save 
on shipping costs with digital returns, access unprecedented insights into 
customer behavior, and win lifelong customers by offering moving experiences. 
And corporate gifters have an easy way to give thoughtful, personalized gifts to 
individuals or large groups. GiftNow’s holistic solutions improve gifting 
experiences across contexts, from retail to restaurants to corporate swag, sales 
gifts, employee incentives and more.

The Gifting Economy by the Numbers

755B
Retail holiday Sales 

(2020) 1

242B
US Corporate Gifting 

Market 2021 Estimate 2

160B
2020 Spend on 

Gift Cards 3

Five Benefits of our GXM Platform

Built for the future 
GiftNow is focused on gifting 
innovation and partner 
success. We’re evolving the 
gifting market as 
omnichannel gifting grows 
and new business 
opportunities emerge. 

Holistic
Our comprehensive platform 
can be fully integrated into 
your business and serve as a 
single solution for all your 
gifting programs.

Personalized
Meaningful, memorable 
customized digital product, 
and digital and physical gift 
card experiences make a big 
impact on gifters and 
recipients, inspiring  
brand loyalty.

Easy to use
The simple, intuitive interface helps 
increase revenue and win customers by 
making it easy for everyone—even online 
shopping novices—to select and 
purchase gifts.

Secure
Our liability protection program is designed 
to help improve transaction approval rates 
and reduce false declines. Plus, application 
of solid network security and industry-

standard PCI and accessibility protocols help 
keep you—and your customers—fully protected.

https://nrf.com/media-center/press-releases/january-retail-sales-show-strong-increase-boosted-stimulus-funds-and
https://coresight.com/research/june-2021-monthly-consumer-update-us-uk-and-china/
https://www.incisiv.com/ebook-retail-outlook-evolution-of-gift-cards-from-transactions-to-engagement


GiftNow is a Synchrony solution.
Synchrony (NYSE: SYF)  is changing what’s possible through digital capabilities, deep industry expertise, actionable data 
insights, frictionless customer experience and customized financing solutions.  GiftNow expands Synchrony’s business 
through its reach, deepening the company’s technology portfolio and providing more strategic value for partners.

GXM Makes Gifting 
Better for Everyone

Merchant solutions

The GiftNow Merchant Solution is a 
holistic and integrated gifting offering 
for product gifting and gift cards. 
GiftNow is designed to maximize 
gifting revenue by solving the logistical 
challenges of gift shopping. Digital and 
physical gift cards, as well as product 
gifts such as clothing, jewelry or shoes, 
can be delivered virtually instantly 
and, if needed, modified by the 
recipient before shipping. This helps 
retailers increase margins by reducing 
shipping costs and exchanges, and 
recipients can enjoy a convenient, 
thoughtful gifting experience.

Because digital gifts are delivered 
instantly, GiftNow adds shopping 
days to the year—even gifts sent 
day-of will arrive on time. Plus, the 
ability to track the recipient’s user 
journey gives retailers valuable 
insights that are usually 
unavailable. The GiftNow 
Merchant Solution presents new 
market opportunities by focusing 
on the gifting journey to help 
create memorable, meaningful 
gift experiences that can feature 
beautiful animations and 
personalized greetings.

Corporate Gifting

GiftNow makes it easy to send 
thoughtful, personalized corporate 
gifts at scale. Now, finding the 
perfect gift for one person or a 
thousand people is simple: Our 
concierge team can help curate a 
digital gift collection with 
something for everyone, and 
recipients can choose their 
preferred item or opt for a gift card. 
Plus, because digital gifts are 
delivered immediately, companies 
can reward employees or thank 
sales prospects on the spot. 

Popular Retail Categories
GiftNow partners with top brands in leading categories.

gift cards  Apparel
Home 


Electronics Housewares Accessories

Gift this

Join the gifting revolution.



Get in touch.
giftnow.com

hello@giftnow.com

Welcome to Uniq.ly! Here’s a gift to celebrate your first day.

Welcome to the Uniq.ly Team!

Open your gift
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Emma (Uniq.ly Rep) sent you a gift! 
“Thanks for coming all the way to our

  headquarters today. Looking forward 

  to working together in the future.” 
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